Getting to Know Exponent Seminar

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 – 5:00pm EST

Speakers:
- **Brian D’Andrade, Ph.D., P.E., Principal Engineer**
  Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
- **Taryn Horr, M.S., CCFS, Managing Scientist**
  Chemical Regulation & Food Safety
- **Amy Marquardt, Ph.D., Senior Associate**
  Materials & Corrosion Engineering
- **Melissa Bolotaolo, Ph.D., Scientist**
  Chemical Regulation & Food Safety

RSVP Here!
Join Webinar Here!

All levels of Ph.D. students are invited. For questions or to apply, please email Matthew Butler at mbutler@exponent.com (include CV).

At Exponent, we work on many of the most challenging and prominent engineering and scientific problems in the world. If you are a Ph.D. candidate with strong communication skills, are motivated to learn on the job, and have a desire to apply your education in unexpected and innovative ways, Exponent will be an exciting opportunity for you! Our company invites you to learn more about how you can make a difference through engineering and scientific consulting.